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,, FACULTY DEVELOPMENT IN HIGHER rCATION: FROM MYTHS TO.RESEARCH FINDINGS

)

,Robert G. Simerly, Syracuse University

I. The Complexities of Faculty Development

The fact that we lack an adequate knowledge base about hdw cplIdge

'teachers grow and develop professionally has been noted by Knapp

Mayhew (1969), and Milton and Shoben (1968): We know little about why

people are motivated to become college teachers. And once theyeave

entered the ac demic ranks, we know little about how faculty members deve14,

why they choo g,to stay in higher education, or why they choose to leave.

Surprisingly comprehensive survey of nationwide faculty development

. N
pro0,,,,ams has of been,done. Recently, however, Gaff and Wilson (1971)

1

reported the.Atierican Association of University Professors (AAUP)

asked .subscribers to Academe, the AAUP newsletter, to indicate whether,or

not their 1 stitutions had faculty development, programs., of the

t we
s '150 respons s w e affirmative.

The Need f r Planned Faculty Development

In today's rapidly changing w;rld faculty members and administrators

in higher /education must begin giving Conscious, deliberate attention

to the c0C(Cept of faculty. development. In a

I
era faculty memb

.ernetic 'communications

did not need to give extensive planned considerati n.

to their continued learning and d opment because new idhowledge was

introduced slowly into ocie ..ever, n today's cybernetiC

r

tions era change is rapid. half life'of k :0714 in'some disciplines

estimated to he between five an ten ears. There e, aS Gustad (1969) A

j
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points out, simply maintaining competency in one's own-14-iscipline is an'
.

overwhelming task for faculty pembers, .

r)

Today piOfeSsors are caught in the diffiCult position of increasingly

Ayeing to.spend.additional tima_at_iust, maintaining their expertise while

society demands,that they also gerrerate new knowledge as well as TonsIntly'
4

.

improve deir abilities at teaching and public service. When professors
---k

find it .difficult or impossible to,meet these demands the charge often
/ - >

is that the quality of teaching is de4clining and that professoi.s are not

adequately continuing their professional.development.

lrd

eachees and Teaciling = Some Basic Assumptions

Ir
The assumptiong on which faculty members base their prokessionaf` ';

.

roles-are central to the issue of faculty development. Logan Wilson (l972)'

chatgiS that the faculty

a particular discipline.

,

believe that it is their job to teach the students
. ,

Certainly the ttaditiOnal organization of facul=

ties into. departments that tend to be cbncerned.with a particular discipline

has tended to encourage this viewpoint (341 the part of the faculty. Thus,
\ <

often the'iarge university hates become overcompartmenealized which in turn

encourages a rigidity that dOes not easily facilitate communication frob

one discipline to another. As a result, Litchfield (1959)' and others
i

(.: %
have pointed out tliat an organic view or a view of the Institution a a

1

whole istoften not encouraged.

In addition, the long history of faculty intlependence has tended t

create a laissez-faire faculty'system. The individual freedom-of faculty

members is jealously, ,guarded and anything that approaches a tampering

with thi's freedom is viewed as dysfunctional by large segmerits of the

-4'-
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academic community.. This in turn has l dto the ultimate in faculty

independence that traditional as been established in the tenure policy.

Once faculty:mea5AS attain tenure it is usually possible for them to

-

a

',-

perform their duties with little Or no evaluation or input from the pub-

-lics that they serve. This -lack, of concern for encouraging faculty member
. .

to be...fcdount e to the publics that,they serve in their profes$ional

roles has come to be known a acedemic;fteedam: John Honey (1972) has
. ,

noted that we assume hat It is laisset-fafre system works in the best
. ,1 ..,

. A

. ft

interests of students. powever; the student protesfs=of recent years
.-..

; ,
.

along With todayl"S public .iemenal or accountability and competency -based`
. t.

progfams have seriously questioned this assumption.'
I e

Schein (1970) feels that it*is the socialization process.that-Zas

=

created the autonomous role traditionally, ascribed to college teachers.

The rigors of.a doctoral program:condition students to,i7iew graduate

education as a series of hurdles to be lumpedwithout question. ,Thus we
, :

produce expertsWhose behavior can dray be questioned by someone who is
; .

more of an expert.
I

ly related to this is the, important assumption generally held
2

about faculty membefs in higher education., We assume that the development

\fr

of expertise in,,aAsubject area implies' expertise in .learning theory.
)

HoweverlItHere.iS a notable tack of exposure to learning theory in many '

..3.7-___

of the educational programs designed.to prepare individuals for teaching

careers

1

A higher education.' .

f

Also there are discrepancies between rewards and aspiratiSns n

the college teaching profession. Gustad (1959) notes that teaching is

generally not' rewarded by the higher educatip organization:' While it

-5=
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e may be lislifi.bult to obtain conclusive proof regardin the rewarding of

teac :I

- ,

I ing,-'-'' facukty perceptions of the problem have been obtained. For
. .....

Ntip

A
examttle, the Gaff and WilSon (1971) stUdy.showed that'most4Individilal

.
-- . II

.z
° '

8 .

4

dtulty members responded teat they valuedmood teaching. Yet these

d t
ti

same respondehtg feek_ at good teaching led to advancement in_,

their respective iistitutions.,\Chancek hor a

by faculty members to be based almost solelg, n feseafehresultant in

publication. Jlowever, Cartter (1966) has noted, the majority of facial

aficement, were perceived

do not pqpdish, Mayhew (1971);COnfirms the fact that. the'majuity of

faculty members do no research and publish no papers. In fact, he sees

a definite valtleonflict among publishing, teaching, and consulting

t .

that is significant in.afacutty member's development. .

f
The rewardor lack of reward for teaching' performance is complicated..

4.-the fact that we do not have an adequate means for judging teach
*

. /

ik

,.._

ext llence (Cartter; 1966). -Good teaching is usually discussed .v a
1..

distinct act that is not necessarilf related to'learning. ,Thns the, myth

has evolved that good teacfers have developed anti refined certain teaching

traits or skill's.- This implie. s that these traits or kills tante trans-

fen-ed from one teacher t,o another without directy relating them to the

)

learning process,- The major problem
N
concerning

f
the teaching-learning,

. .-
. .

cpntroversy is that we do not have an adequate knowledge base to show th
_

. .-4.

what a./ teacher does i n the Classrootikmakes arsignifitant.differen in

,. 1, '

student learning as measured by the tradiiionL1 ways'we now Leasure
-,.- i

. .

,

learning. This points 'out the complexity of the ca e-effect Variables
. -

.
,z

in the'learning situation. Traditionally wejiave assumed that students

have learna becadse they were "taught" by a teacher. Ohmer Milton (1972),

.*

s.
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however,'succin pOints out in Alternatives to the Traditional that

the variables involved in the teachihg-learning process are so complex

that our present researCil methods havencN been able to'r,elate teaching

behaviors to changes in student behaviors. Therefote.-it is impossible

, 0

to-talk about iA5raving teaching until we can identify those behaviors ,

.., . t

,

. t

that-need to be improved in order to lead to learning outcomes in students.,,.

Faculty Developtent -- Defining the Problem :
,

0

-A major problem in discussing faculty, ,development is a s ntiC

issue. Agreement on what acIyally constitutes_ta<17Y development has

not been reached. Is development c rned_only with new techniques or
1,

'

methods? Does it include way_one is sociafizdd into the profession?

Is development the ame thing as'training?
.

. ,.. ,

For the purposes of this paper,faculty development can be thought'
. z $

------------
..

i
of giving conscious attention to planning, studying, and improving the ' (#

1procesies used by faculty to attain goals they establish or that are
.. .-. i i \

established for them by the organization'or by o tside publics such as

rstatelegislatures. Thus tactility development is:not necess- arily a.specific

. . r 1 .
.0

program or asset of'prqgrams. .leather it is a .process that is in a constant J ,

t

: .ate of change as it6perates foal the individual and tot groups.
.. ----- ,. ..

'-ol ., -

With this working definition of facuityedevelopmerit, this researcher

(
.

.
,

designed a 4tudy that attempted to ascertain hoer" faculty members develop(
i.

.
in their professional
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Procedures

II. A' Research

,

for Faculty Development

\

1 ,
s

, . ,, .

Ainajor filact,Step in studying faculty development ip Iii r education
w /

.
.

- .
.

was to find out how faculty members perceive their own pi-Ofessi n l'aevel4p-

ment. In order to do this the faculty at a large state universi with a

student enrollment of 23,000 and .T.faculty of 972 was chosen for udy.

Initially a questibnnaire was created to Obtain forniation. about Ufa ulty
0 4

perceptiong of their own growthand development. The reliability of be

questionnaire was tested during interviews of approximately' one hour each

with a selected samplepf the population to be studied.. This attempt,at-

.
Instrument/validation revealed that answers to quevions regarding faculty

development were oft so,complex individualized, and diverse that it was
,

difficult to obtalin reliable ddta through a questionnaire.'

As a result it was, decided to abandon the quegtionnaire approach.

However, this testing of the questionnaire did reveal, that faculty members

could respond verbally in a reliable way to questions concerning how they

\

Th. perceive their own development.
.

These responses were generally, centered

.:. .
:

. .
,

.
.

around a common core of concerns. Therefore it was decided- to'use this
, A-

V, . . t.--\
.
. ..-

' common core ofoconceras as a basis for asking questions during 'subsequent :
...)

.

.

'',:

structured interviews. -t ,

The Sample

A five percent random samplds of the 972 faculty mgmbers stratified

J22_,Ae isthree professional levels was chosen fOr the sample. Th yier4,

A

// .

a total sample of 45 -with 15 professo& in ach of the three ranks of full,

c

associate, and assistant professor. Three members of the'simple elected
. .,

not to pirtitipate in the study. Thus the N for the samplgjvterviewed was 42.

(

to"

r

J .

-8-



The Research Design

Structured tape-recorded interviews of approximately one hour each

were held with Individual members of the sample. Direct quotes of the

most pertinent *aormation given in respons to the questions were written
7

plown'during,listening

1, dent raters then

e

sessions oe,the recorded interviews and two indepen-

*4:

rdad through the written data and the classifications
00°

of data. ..Adjustmentg -re made as nec sa-ry in order for the researche0/

and the two rater to reach agreement about/data Classification.
by

Thus the stu y was-exploratoryin nature and it sought to ascer

faculty,perceptions of theirvProfessional development process so that

4
taxonomies of,faculty development-could be created. Spe the

to th --following q u- .ns:ttudy sought answer

1, What Change

2/ What

S.

g techniques are professors
a

c ses these changes?

Haw/ara'thanges in teaching evaluated?

4. What are the en

_growth and -nye

A 5. What are the pe

er
6.

4

makin

vironmental faitor: that halp an hinder,professional

t,

lOpiiient?

rceived organizational 2eaa d r teach(?g ?.

How Is faculty performance evaluated?

1".

sis

7_, What provfaions exist.f4r planned faculty eve lopme
/-

NIL

AA'

r

)

-a,

4 /



Research FndingS

Changes in Teaching
. . . ,

J
The changes that a faculty %ember makes in his/her teaching techniques

',..,

I are an integral part' of Ed261ty development. Therefore an attempt to
r 4- ., .

ascertain changes in teaching techniques was.made by asking the questicin,
. .

, .
.

.

'. "Could you share with me. a time within the last year or two or three Otien.
..)

. .

,---1,

you made !....*aa ii your teaching style or teaching tech5i.queS that you

.

i

I/I --'' .....'

: .,:- _-,
.

felt resulted in ytur own prokessional4yrowth and deVglOpment as /'faculty

on a Lau

member?"

Early ixft6 the research it became clear that' this Question was based

/Most

ssumptioq the part of the researcher -- that faculty

..-
'

initiating readilliy identifiable changes in their teaching..,

had a-very difficult time ansgering this question.

l; /

Hlhan ea ing, Olen mentioned, fell into two major categories:

e 0

(1)./cha n the pvbcess that occurred in the classrgom; (2)changes
. .

: - . .
.

ts usedi_ eadhing, such/as audio-visual aids and bibliographies.

the sample (49%) indicated that they had made changes in

-
heir teaching pro -deg-.--TEeSe-P-roceas changes all -could be categorised-

...,-

__
A.:--,

. _......5--
aoup involvement approached to teaching-learning that de- emphasizedSized

-----4.--- . x,
_

.

.

\ .

the leG urvapproach. However, when pressed about the specifics of these

teaching procesd changes, most respandent'Swere abstract about -the change

77 .'and could not 'cite specifically.how he process in their classroom or
\ /
// ....

'theirbeh'ayior as a teachbr had changed. *

vi*
Changes inkproduces used in teaching were easier tp identify than

)

process changes; however, respondents still had trouble recalling such

aa,
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changes: Such product chantes included the ollbOinge'

1. Testing changes

, 2. Use of audiovisual aids'

Percentage of Sample Aenticlirig Change

. 19%

3. Type of assignments revised

4. Course outlines ,changed-
/

,Gases ofChange in Teaching

Th 'nelct step was to ask who was most responsible foi these changes

,

16%

14%

5% -

.

V--
in teaching coming about. Organizational influences were listed by 40%

of the sample as resulting in changes in teaching. Among the organize
. .

tional inf4ences were such things as interaction with colleagues abolishing
'

,J1;

final examination week, and changes,in the undergraduate curriculum.
4

, .

Other reasons for change listed less frequently were:

-Percentage of Sample Mentioning Reason
for Change

1. Studen 197
414

2. Self. 4: 16%

. .3. Nation] 7%

,:-----I------

4., Staff development activ es 57....

/'
'

---
5. Influences'from previous _schooling 5%

--- - ._

EvliaetIbn,of Change in Teaching -, - .

... ---._

Change for change's sake occurs Oftedin education. -Therefore

.----
.

g*
e

faculty members were asked how theyhad'evaluated the success or' failure

of their stated changes in teaching. `,Subjective evaluation with no empirical

data base was mentioned most often (70% of sample) as the method of evaluat
1

____>-" .

change in teaching. Fully-19% of the sample st d that' they had made no

r



evaluation.o 'their change in teaching.

Working Environment, Development
,

The effect of the working environment is another important issue. in

faculty development. 'Environmental factors perceived respondents, as ..

,

,

- -

telppg their growth ands development were the,opportunity
N

to interact

, - . --
, ,

Y freely with colleagues. This was' mentioned by 43% of the pl . In
C__.

. . ," ,

,

' i

addition, the generdl freedom provided by be,university a phere wag.

. (,/
, -
ligted by' 40% of the respondents.

i

7
/,.-

Negative factors that hindered faculty members' growth and development
-...

acid mentioned by 39% of e sample centered pr aroun the issIte

of not haVing enough time to expel in teac

'service.

iza-tional Rewards for Tebhing

rimes-arch, and pub

.,'

This elicited rather clean-cut
/
and often emotional responses. Most

I_______ _ / .

faeuity-memb.0-ra- (77%) stated flatly that the organization did,not.re

)`1performance in teaching. Associated wiihiblis was the'fact-that all
/

these respondents felt that t e organization did reward 'research that

resulted in publicatioh.

K

gvalvation of Faculty Pe formance

The most common m: thod of evaluation of Da professor's perforMance

wa9.for the departme t head 10 fill out a rating form on the professor

and then to discus ;this with hdm/her..This was' mentioned\by 36% of the

resliondnts.,- It /is, interesting to note that 21% of the sample stated that

they-reCTiVed- formal eValuation. especially importait in view
/

of the fact that .conversations Oith all deans within the university studied

I-

12
4
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irlioted that all f culty members rece v,0 at least a yearly evaluation.

- .Existence Of Planned F culty DevelopMent

Most departments did not give conscious attention to planAd faculty

development as repcirtdt by 74% of the sample. Another'14% of 'die sample

.was not sure whether their department had e planned faculty development
o

program or nett.

Summary of Findings

1. The idea of faculty members beinlrexperts in teaching- learning theory

is a myth. Change for change's sake seems to be the norm for the sample

studied. Changes in the teaching-learning situation are ofteriabstract,

vague, and not evaluated,for their effectiveness.

2. Organizational influences at the employing university accounted for

the majority 'of changes in teaching when they did occur.

3. The institutional working environment i$ seen as helpful for profes-
.

sional growth because of the freedom provideffiky the environment.

However, this freedom also creates a.Ailemma of not providing enough

time.

Most faculty members, feel that the ly way to advance in their pro-

.

fession is to do research thatoiesults in blication. . Teaching

performance is perceived to play little or no par advancement.

5. The typical supervisor-subordinate evaluation in which the artment

6.

head fills out a.ratingheet on the faculty member and discusses it
,

with him /her is the most commonly used yearly method of evaluation of

faulty performance.

Planned efforts at. faculty develbpment are almostnon-existent.

S
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Conclusions

The ideaof planned faculty development in wAlch attention focused

on articulating and planning ways to integrate individual and organiz onal

needs And goals is'not a part of the conceptual_schemeof the majority of

most fatulty members in the sample. Individuals actively against planned

faculty development tended see such planning as interfering with their

autonomy. For these professors there was'a distiAct aversion to ving

the ortanization participate in a formal way in RespOndentS

in this category definitely did.not see planned faculty deveiopment,1% ti.

-potitive support system for faculty. Neithet dicrthey view-it as a nego-

tiating process between the individual faculty memb-er and the organization.

Typical of such expressed feelings was the following statement-CYlme

professor:

The minute the-university starts trying to plan things

for -me that' day when ticeYCAn themselves,

another professor.' not having any organization
x' A

ar any member o an organization -telling me what I can
e

and cannot do in the classroom Oran

none of-their damn business. That'

historically has gained its strength

the organization to dictate to it

re

w theuniversity

-- by not

It is interesting to note that the OrTte

view faculty development as a specific.proiiam

sample 'generally tended. to

4)

that has a beginning and" .%

ending point. No respondent indicated that lenned faculty development

progfam could be anything approaching 'a-continuing; ongoing program in'

which the-central issue, would be to focus on the process of fa lty, develop-
-

menf as opposed to spec tent areas within the process.



,Implications for

*ncreasing publi

based

Becaus

Iustit

demands for

enter Resea ch

ty and competency

planning fo the utilization of h "an resource within

institution -gher cation has assumed -importanc equal to that

of planning for physical d financial resources. "Thus as institutional

managers and researchers it s ifperative a at we condu act on-oriented
--,

,
research within amour organizallb s_. regarding how ,we plan for util

-... ' .."-%. \
.

the human resource of our faculty members.

We must create-a data base about our faculty memo

that contains reliable informatin about how the

- a data base

and develop per-

sonally and professionally, how satisfied- Ivey are with the quality of

organization, what t eiknow about the teaching learning

process, and how they help hinder the teaching- ing proc ss.

Therefore in the decade of the seventies as we give

to accountabili With responsibility the following will be our 17

,/

.,/

prioritielfor faculty,development:/ ,

.,
.

1. Alternative ways are needed to
.
provide the most effective means of

ntion

.

iding positive psychologIcal 'support systems for faculty members

as th develop.

,

. OrganizationaidIimates_need'to be created in which the individ91
.

ind the organization can devise was to articulate needs, plan goals,

and establish processes to.wort_toward goals.

3. Reward systems should be geared to the dynamics effective y developing,

establishing, and participating in-such a process.

We can no longer ignore the fact that we must research ways to actively

an for the continuing development of our faculty if our institutions' of

V



higher education are to remain viable in a rai4dly'changi world where

the amount of knowledge is doubling every ten years. Viable educational

institutions are changeable, renewableinstitu ons. Changeable, renewable

educatiollal institutions must h Chang e, renewable faculty members.
.

We must now, plan ways for thjs to o Ur rather than following our estab-\

ished pattern of leaving the deVelopment,of our faculty members to chance.

-16-
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